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Abstract

The present investigation was undertaken in order to develop a
section for a planned water tunnel with the correction properties
of a free jet, but with a considerably greater length thsn a conventional
open working section.

test

The experiments were carried out 111air (V = 96 f.p.s.)
with a jet of 51’ diameter and 30" length, enclosed in a cage of
16 longitudinal
rods with an opening ratio of l&h of the total boundary.
The cage was surrounded by a rigid cylinder of 12$" diameter representing
the outer boundary of the water tunnel,
The mal~l results were: The velocity distributions
of the jet
in the cage are about the sameas in a free jet at half the distance from
The static pressure in the cage is constant.
the nozels.
Pressure
distributions
of models in the cage sre the same as in a free jet.
Even
considerable alterations of the design and deformations of the cage have
practically no mfluence on the results.

Introduction
The work described in this report was undertaken to essist in
evolving a suitable form of wcrking section for a water tunnel intended
l/IO).
for the testing of long bodies (kbneness ratio

1.

A theoretical lnvestigaticni
showed that the tunnel corrections
2.
on long streamlined bodies of revolution are much greater end more
variable in a closed section than in a free jet.
The advantage of the
free jet is, however, off-set by the rapid turbulent dissolution of the
It was therefore
jet which makes only a short working section possible.
decided to explore the possibility of delaying the dissolution of the jet
by enclosing
it in a cage of longitudinal bars.
A cage of this type can be considered as a partly open, partly
Generally, the corrections of such tunnels
closed boundary of the tunnel.
may be expected to be between those of a closed tunnel and of a free jet*.
3.

In the present case, however, a cage with a comparatively great
number of bars will have to be used in order to maintain the angular
Pistolesi has shown that the
symmetry of the pressure distribution.
corrections/
-------------

_-____-------------_____1____L_______1_--

*In fact, such arrangements have been recommendedfor the design of tunnels
with zero correction, the signs of the correction being opposite in the
closed and open tunnel (cfr. Ref. (2)).
a

-2corrections of a mixea boundary converge always towards those of a free
jet if the number of the rigid parts is increased and the opening ratio
kept con&s&.
This result m.su~es
that for a moderato opermng ratio,
where tho lossss of energy m the gaps ana the influanoe of imperfections
of msnufaoture sre small, tha correotions sro practically those of a free
jet, provided that the numbor of the bars is sufficiently
great.
A physioal explanation of Fistolesi's
result can be giwn in
4.
the f0110&.~ wey: In a olosod turnel, any pressure distribution
on the
boundary is possible, depending only on the modal in the tunnel. In en
open t-1,
the pressure on the boundary is always oonstant and equals
the pressure outside the jet whichever model mey be in the tunnel. If a
single slot is cut into the wsll of a closed tunnel, the pressure along
this slot will be the constant outside pressure. If a mxffioient number
of slots is distributed over the boundary of a closed tunnel, the constant
outside pressure 1s enforced on so marg lines of the boundary that the
pressure on its rigid parts between the slots csnnot differ much from the
value outside the tunnel, i.e., is practically constant on the whole
boundary. This being the essential feature of a free jet, the slotted
wall will then behave like the boundary of an ideal free jet.
Prelcminery tests were carried out with a jet of 5" diameter,
enclosed in a cage of 25 brass rods (hemeter 9, length 12") held by
flanges at the en&. The velocity distribution
of the jet, tho static
pressure end pressure dxtributlons
of two Rsnkina bodies were measured
in the cage and comparedwith measurementsin a oonventionel free jet of
the same diameter. The results confirmed the expectation that the jet in
the cage has the samecorrections as a free jet, but can be used to a
much greater length.
5.

The present report gives measurements in an improved model of a
6.
slotted-mall test section. Someobservations es-e added sn the effect of
alterations of the design, whichwas found t,o be negligible within wide
limits.
Experimental Arrangement
The principle of the construction of the slotted-well section
7.
1s shown in figure i. The jet issa
from the nozzle (diameter 5") is
'guided" by 16 reotsngular bars (length N", cross-section 0.8" x 3/l6",
their vndth being tapered down to 0.4" along the last 8" of the length).
The gaps between the bars were 0.18" wide on the untapered part, leaving
18.5% of the boundary open for the compensation of pressure dif'fe.renoes.
On the tapered pert, the gaps widened uniformly to 60$ of the boundary
at the end of the working section.
8.
In a water tunnel, there must be an outside rigid boundary in
ark case, therefore a cylinder of 12,a' diameter was fixed round the cage.
In this wsy, a resenroir is produced in whoh only slow air flow occurs.
Within the last 8" of its length, the cross-sectional area of the
reservoir is reduced in order to accelerate the ac.r before it combines
with the main flew through the wider gaps. At the end of the model
workmg section, the jet was discharged into the open air.

The effect of several alterations of this basic arrangement was
9.
This will be cbscussed below together with the results for
investigated.
tha basic design.
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Experiments in the Empty Tunnel
Velocity Distributions
10.
The velocity distribution was measured in the empty tunnel
erd 00mparedwith measurementsm a free jet.
The velocity of the jet
was 96 f.p.s.,
corresponding to a Reynold's nu~&er of 2.5 x 105.
At
the end of the reservoir, three different contractions were tested (to
be referred to as long contraotion, short contraction and no contraction,
figure 2).

II.
Figure 3 shows the velooity profiles
the nozzle (15", 22" and jot’, corresponding
to
At x/D = 3, the oore of the jet
t$
j;t!;
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12.
The results were praotroalLy identical for all three
contractions of the reservoir except at the end of the working section,
where the reservoir tithout contraction produced a &finitely
inferior
veloc~~ty Ckstrlbutlon (figure 3~). The short oontractlon was, however,
sd%olent to avoid this undesired effect.

These resdts show that the bars consderably de& the
dissipation of the jet and, roughly bpaki.~, double the us&..iL length
of the work&g seotlon.

13.

Static Pressure
The static pressure in the tunnel was measured by pushing a
14.
long static tube along its sxis. In addition, the static pressure in
tho reservoir was mea-d
at -0~s
stations on its cylindrical part.
Rasults were obtsinedwith the three contractions, and tests were also
done with the short contraction using bars of double thickness.
Figure 4 shows the ckstribution of the static pressure &Long
15.
tha axis of the tunnel for all three contractions.
Along the main part,
Near
the
nozzle,
a
slight
rise of the
is
practically
censtant.
Pst
pressure is to be noted, exten&ng to a distanoe of about 2 - I diameter
of the jet, This is likely to be caused by an incomplete trensformatlon
of pressure energy into kinetic energy in the nozzle, a better shape of
the nozzle can therefore be expected to reduce this effect.
Another
rise nf the pressure is to be seen near the end of th.e working section,
obviously caused by the contraction of the flow 111the reservoir.
Thus
effect is not very strong in the case with no contraction, but the
large drop in pressure and the rather poor velocity distributxon at the
end (figure 30) ir&cate zhat the losses will be considerably greater for
this form than for the others. For the +XO other contra&ions, the
maximumrise of the pressure is about equal, but the interval of
The velocity
increased pressure is greater for the long contraction.
distributions
in the tunnel being practically equd III these two cases,
the short contraction can be considered as giving slightly better '
results.
Tha static pressure in the case of the short contraction
with the tkcker bars (fw
3d) 1s slightly more variable than 111ths
preceding cases, but the veriatlons exe stdJ. small enough to be
the lassos in the gaps are
neglected for many praoticel applications.
of course greater in this case, this mey bc responsible for the small
irregularities.
174
16.

-4The static pressure in the reservoir was found to be praotioslly
17.
constant in its cylindrxsl
Part, but slightly smaller than in the tunnel
due to the losses of energy in the gapsbetween the bars. In the three
oases with thin bars, the difference
Apst

= Pst tunnel - Pst raservoir

wasfoundtobe

Apst

P
= +0.005 -va
2

i.e., by mere coincidence, about the theoretics3 value of the pressure in
a free jet surrounded by stall air (ref. (5), p. 251-52).
In the case of
thick bars the pressure difference w-as

Apst

P
= +0.009 -va
2

18.
Generally, the diffennoe of pst in the tunnel and in the
reservoir is so small that it can be negleated for maxy practlcsl purposes.
The static pressure in the t-l
can then be assumedto equal. the statio
presmue in zhe reservoir, the sameassumption as is usually madetith a
conventional free jet where the exoess pressure in the jet is of the s.snm
order. If a greater accuracy is required, a S&U correction has to be
added to the pressure in the reservoir whiohtill
depend on the performance
of the cage and, for tests vnth a model, mauiLy on the blc&age-ratio
of
the modelinthe
tunnel. The present experimental arrangementdidnot
permit a reliable dote nninatzon of this second part of the correction, the
lnveetigations on this subjeat will be resumed with the fin&. water tunnel.
Loss of Energy in the Empty Working Section
The pressure being Almost equal at the beginning and at the end
19.
of the slotted-wall section, the loss of energy can be calculated from the
velociQ dutributlon
at the end (figure 20). The krnetxo energy passing
through a cross-seotxn of the tunnel per unit of time is

E =

D/2
2?rp

V"(r) r dr ,

V(r) is the velocity at the &stance r
gives the loss of energy 111the working section

~hera

from the axis.

This

-5The numerical

cvaluatxm

of’ this

integral

gives

AE
- 3
E

0.26

for the slotted wsll
(long or short contraction)

BE
-- s
E

0.54

for a free jet of equal
length.

AE
-- w 0.23
E

for B free jet of half the
length of the slotted wall
- section.

The losses in a free j& can stdl be somewhatreduced by a
collector, as a oonsderable part of the movug .u.r 1s passing through
the plane x = 6D at a greator dutsnce from the axis than r = D/2.
The total ener@yof the free jet at x = 6D is
20.

E
Eo
-- z

2

03 P(P)
--z--

# dz? = 0.62

part of the difference 0.54 - 0.38
y1 a mutable collector.

= 0.16

= 1 - 0.38

csn therefore be recovered

Ths losses in a closed circular working section of equal
21 .
dimensions can be estimated from experiments on the flew through smooth
pipes at high Reynolds zunbers. On the assumption of fully turbulent
_
flow, the loss between two cross-sections of a pipe isL
AE
AP
-- = --- = h(Re) D
Eo
P
-VP
2
xzth
with

h = 0.015 for
L/D = 6

Re = 250000 (ref.

- 53 0.09
Eo

(6),

p. I&g).

~lvs

gives

for a closed working section of
equal length.

In fact,‘the
f'lc~ 111the working seotlon will not be turbulkt
except near the wall.. But assuming on the other hand a thin turbulent
boundary lsy'er onthewdl,
beginning at the nozzle, and an dmost
constant pressure, the drag of the wd.l should be approdmately that of a
flat plate of totsl surface lrDL rnw
through the sir vtith the
veloci*
Vo. This seoond assumption gives after sample calculation 10%
loss of energy 3.n the closed working sectionS, i.e., practically the same
value.
22./
r-----

Drag coefficient

of flat

plates

turbulent boudsxy lsyer (ref.

OD = 0.074
(6),

p.175).
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According to these results, the loss in the slottedwall
is
22.
between that in a closedtunnelandthat
in a free jet of the same
,length, it equals appro-tely
the loss in a free jet \&th half the
length of the slotted wall. The value of 26%for the empty slotted wall
tunnel is still rather high. Considerzng, however, that the planned
el will be operated at a much higher Reynolds number
yyx%
instead of 2.5 x 105) and that the surface of the wood bars
used in the present experimentswas rather rough, the losses of energy
can be expected to be appreciably smdler for the flndl design.
SV

ofFu&herExperlmentstiththe

Empty Tunnel

Diameter of the Reservoir
From the practical point of view, the diameter of the reservoir
23.
should be as .%mll s.s possible. If it' is too small, however, there till
be an appreciable flm in the reservoir, the behevlour of the working
section vnll then tend to resemble that of a closed tunnel.
Before deciding on a diameter of 2.5Dwhex-s D is the diameter
24.
of the jet, two reservoirs of 2D and 3D diameter were tested. A 2D
reservoir hasbeenused in the preliminary experiments of ref. (4) with a
cage of 2.4D in Ian&h.
Inthe presentoasc,where
the length of the cage
was 6D, a slight gradient of the st at io pressure was produced along the
axis of the tunnel which x.n&cates that the reservoir was too small in
drrsmeter. The JD reservoir was found to be satisfactory,
a Mher
experiment showedthon that the diameter of the reservoir oould be safely
reduced to 2.5~. It is not impossible that a reservoir of 2D is
sufYicicnt for the planned water tunnel, but this cannot be decided
wxthout experiments at much greater Reynolds numbers than that of the
present investigation.
Number of Rods, Openinp(Ratlo of the Cage
The proliminsxy experiments4wm-e a-ed
out with a cage of
25.
25 ci.mhr
rods
and gaps between them of 2% of the total boundary. In
order to obtain a longor working section than the 2.4 meters
used in
(4), it was thought advisable to reduce the opeq
ratio of the cage, at
the sane time increasing
the
number of the rodstomake
aLpe that the
corwotlon properties of the working section remsined unaltered
(cfr. section 3 above and ref. (3)).
Two cila;es each having 36 rods,
cxccular section in one case and square in the other, tith an opening
ratio of Iswere
therefore tested. Both were found to be satxsfaotoxy
end to give practically the sameresults.
Since it will be necessary to observe and photograph cavitation
phen-na in the water tunnel the cage will require to be ma& of
tren~ntmaterisl,snd,
furthermore, to obtain the best optical
conditions, the riumber of bars should be kept to a minimum. The
36 bars were, therefore, reduced to 18 by removing alternate bars, the
opening ratio being restored to I@ by fjlrdng strong cardboard strips
to the remaining bars. The results for this cage were praoticaUy the
sameas those tith 36 rods. The only difference was that, due to the
csrdboardbeingmuohthinnerthanthe
fonnerbarsthelosses
inthe gaps
were 50 smll that the difference of the static pressure in the reservoir
and in the tunnel becametoo small to be measured. This conf%ms the
expectation that the use of thicker rods with the samegeometrio opening
ratio amounts to a certain reduction of the "effective" or "aerc@namic"
openzingratio of the cage.
26.

27./

-7The number of the rods pyasthen further reduced to 12 with
opening ratios of lE$ and il+$ and to p with an opening ratio of I@.
The results with 12 rods and 1% opsnzingratlo were still quite good,
but both the reduction of the aperatlo to I&$ and of the number o?
rods to P pm&aced a slight gradient of ths static pressure in the
tunnel. This indicates that "2 rods with 1% opening ratio is near the
lower limit for which good retits
can be obttuned with a slotted wall
under the ootitions
of the present investigation.
For experiments with
models in the tunnel, the losses osn be expeatcd to be somewhatgreater
than in the empty tunnel. In order to allow for this, it was daoided
to use 16 roas and en opening ratio of 1% for the find design.
27.

End of the Woxking Section
Sane of the air moving in the tunnel enters the reservoir
28.
through the gaps between the bars. Near the end of the working section,
it has to leave the reservoir again for reasons of contiracity.
In order
to facilitate
this and to avoid the formation of a complicated flow
pattern in the reservoir with a back flm slow its outer boundary and
.-oessarily
high velocities, it was first thought advisable to leave
ngapbetweenthe
endofthe
cage and the end of the reservoir.
In this
first design, the ends of the bars were held together by a streamlineback flow in the
shaped ring. Although being effeotivs in avolw
reservoir, this arrangementhad~ctisadvantayetnatthov?~
of the ring
disturbed the velocity distribution at the end of the working seotion.
This disturbance was undesirable as it was likely to reduce the efficiency
of the acljojzxing diffuser in the mater tunnel.
Itwas then found thatabackflow
in the reservoir couldbe
29.
suppressed without appreciable disturbance of the vdocity distribution
by continuing the bars to the end of the reservoir and by tapering them
at the downstream end in order to d&n the gaps. This folrn was adopted
for the find design of the working section.
F'JXSSLUX
Distributions
a Free Jet
Description

of Four Models in the Slotted Well Seotion end in

of the Nodels

The shapes of the models tested in the follcdng
30.
Their main dimensions were:
smgiveninfigore5.
--

--

-
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---~
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The head e.nd the tail of the bodies were similar to the head of
a semi-infxnite Rankine Lo@ (point source inparallelflow).
A oommon
head and tail were used for the two large bodies end a similar ocmmon head
and tail for the two smdl bodies. The bodies were supported at the tail,
where they were screwed to a steel tube of p or 4' diameter.
Experimentd/
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Experimental Technique
In the slotted wall, the mod3ls were placed so that their centre
31.
was at the centre of the worlang section, i.e., at a distance of D from
the nozzle. In the free jet, they were placed so that the headwas at a
tistenoe of $B from the nozzle. All pressure,holes but one wire sealed
wxth sort wax e+ the pressure measuredmth a manometer filledwith
alcohol and inclined at en an&e of 11.5O to the horieontel UI order to
increase.the sensitivity.
The static pressure was measured at various
stations along the reservoir in the case of the slotted wsll, end assumed
tobe thatofthe
snrroun&ng air inthe casa of the free jet. The
.
accuracy of the measurementswas of the order of G$ to I$ of the head.
Correction

of the Results

The purpose of the present investigation being a comparison
32.
between the slotted wall ad a free jet, no tunnel corrections were
applied to the experimental retits.
The only correotlon which had to be
used was the difference of the static pressure in the reservoir end in the
slotted wall, or in the surrounding air and in the free jet, respectively.
33.

For the free jet,

APst

=

Pst

C&tler's

jet

- Pst

theoretioel

air

=

correctIon

+ 0*0046

5-

2

was used (ref. (5)).
For the slotted wall, It was ~OLU-L~
suf'fioient to
use the correction of the emp& working se&Ion (cfr. paragraph17 above).
More accurate measurements are of course likely to show a certain
influenoe of the blockage ratio on this correction.
Pressure Distribution

of the Models without Incidence

,

The pressure distributions
of the four models at zero incidence
34.
sre shcm in figure 6 (large mocbls) and figure 7 (small models). The
differences between the results in the slotted wall and in the free jet
"
are in general less then 1% of the head and do not show a pronounced
regularity,
the slotted Mali end the free jet can therefore be considered
as giving the sameresults within the accuracy of the present measurements.
A variation of the position of the models in the tunnel had no
35.
The two large models were also tested in the
effect on the results.
slotted well vnth bars of double thickness. Taking into account the
greater correction

of

pst

for this case

Apst'

the results were praotically the sameas for single-tluckness bars.
In order to see the influence of deformations of the csge, the bars
were deflected inwards halfWsy slang their lerg;th, the titer
of the
cage thereby being reduced to about Wk. The large long model was
tested in this deformed Cage; no appreciable influence of the
deformation could be observed.
pressure mstribution

with an Angle Qf Incidence

The two large models were tested in the slotted wall and in the
36.
free jet mth en@es of tiidence of p (long model) and a0 (short model).
The result is given in figure 8. Agazin, the .slottedwsllgives
the seme
results as the free jet tithz.n the accuraq of the present experiments.
Conclusion/

Conclusion
37.
follows:-

The results

of tho present investzgation

can be slmmazleed as

(a) The velocity distributions
of the jet in the cage sze
about the szuneas in a free jet at half the distance from the nozzle.
(b) The static pressure is constant inside the cage, except
very near to its ends. It 1s only &.ghtly higher than in the
rOSerVOiZ.
This difference depends mairdy on the design of the
cage, the influence of the blockage ratio of models is very small
for values < I@
(c) The pressure distributions
of models in the slotted wall
are the ssme as in a free jet, even with a considerable angle of
lnoidenoe.
(d) The loss of energy in the alotted wsll is about the same
as in an open working seotzon of half its length.
, \
(e) For the deun of H slotted wall test section of a length
of about 6 diameters of the jet, the use of 15-20 rods mth an
oparing
ratio of about 20$ will giva satisfactory results.
If the
tunnel has to be fitted with an outer rigid boundary (water tunnel or
variable pressure wind tunnel) a hameter of the reservoir of 2s
diameters of the jet will be s&Yi.oient.
In this case, the gaps
between the bars should be widened towards their ends and the end
of the reservoir should have a contraotlon in order to sllcvr the
flow in the reservoir to join the main flow snd to produce a better
velccz~ty distr3kution at the entrance of the dQfusar.
(f) The influence of even considerable alterations of the
design (number and thickness of the rods, opening ratio etc.) and
of deformations of the cage on the results obtained with this type
of working sectlon was found to be very small and negligible within wide limits.
The results (a) - (0) csn be considered as experimentsl
38.
evidence that a slotted wall working section has the sune corrections as
a free jet, and has a much greater useful. length than a conventional
open wortig
section. This will permit the testing of considerably larger
models of elongated bo&es than can be tested in a conventional free jet,
or jn a closed tunnel where the tunnel corrections would then becometoo
great.
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